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I. INTRODUCTION. 

Rule 4(c), Rules on Lawyers Professional Responsibility, 

provides in part: 

The Board shall prepare and submit to this Court an 
annual report covering the operation of the lawyer 
discipline and disability system. 

Rule 5(b), Rules on Lawyers Professiqnal Responsibility, provides 

in part: 

The Director shall prepare and submit to the Board an 
annual report covering the operation of the Office of 
Lawyers Professional Responsibility . . . . 

The Board's Report and the Director's Report are hereby jointly 

made. This Report covers the period June 1, 1988, through 

May 31, 1989. 

Among the highlights of the report this year, the emphasis 

on education is preeminent. With the excess backlog of cases 

almost entirely eliminated, more time has been available for 

educational efforts by the Board and Office. These efforts, 

include: 

. Referee Seminar. For the first time, a seminar was 

arranged for Supreme Court referees sitting in discipline 

cases. The topic of the seminar, "Psychological Evidence as 

Mitigation," was discussed in a seminar group including 

Supreme Court justices, judges sitting as referees, a 

psychiatrist, a psychologist, the director of Continuing 

Legal Education, a law school professor, an attorney who 

frequently represents respondent attorneys and the Director. 

A videotape of the discussion is available on request. 

. -Professional Responsibility Seminar. This year over 150 

people interested in professional responsibility attended 

the seminar. Justice Popovich's opening remarks and a 
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lively panel discussion on possible rules against sexual 

harassment by lawyers were the high points of the seminar. 

Trust Account Brochure. A comprehensive brochure 

detailing and illustrating the procedures by which trust 

account books and records should be kept has been mailed to 

all resident Minnesota attorneys. 

Lawyers Board Opinions. The Lawyers Board has authority 

under Rule 4(c), Rules on Lawyers Professional 

Responsibility, to "issue opinions on questions of 

professional conduct." A committee of the Board, chaired by 

Minneapolis attorney Rollin Whitcomb, is active in 

considering additional opinions to recommend for Board 

issuance. The first of these will be considered at the June 

1989 Board meeting. 

Office Advisory Opinions. The Office of Lawyers 

Professional Responsibility in the last year gave over 800 

informal telephone advisory opinions to Minnesota attorneys 

with questions about application of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct to ethics problems they face. 

Lawyers Board Orientation and Discussion. The first of 

two training sessions for new Board members was held in 

April 1989. Senior Board members, the Director and an 

attorney who represents respondents led the discussion. 

National Presentations. For many years attorneys in the 

Office of Lawyers Professional Responsibility have taken a 

national leadership role with the National Organization of 

Bar Counsel, including numerous presentations and former 

Director, Michael J. Hoover's presidency of the NOBC. This 

year, in addition, the American Bar Asskiation invited the 

Director and Assistant Director Martin Cole to make 
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presentations at its national meetings on professional 

responsibility and client security. 

. Continuing Legal Education. The already substantial 

efforts of the Office in this regard were increased in the 

last year, as presentations were made to approximately 35 

continuing legal education groups. A listing of 

presentations made is appended at A. 1. 

In addition to special educational efforts, those active in 

lawyers professional responsibility have been active in many 

other ways. 

. Harassment Cases and Proposed Rule. The Minnesota Supreme 

Court issued three disciplinary opinions involving attorneys 

who had harassed people on the basis of sex or race. 

Because of certain changes in the disciplinary rules, a 

Minnesota State Bar Association committee was appointed, 

including members from the Lawyers Board' and the Director's 

Office, to consider proposing to the Court a rule 

specifically prohibiting harassment. It is anticipated that 

a petition on this subject will be filed with the Court in 

July 1989. 

. Lawyers Board Panel Manual. After lengthy study and 

consideration, in January 1989 the Lawyers Board approved a 

Panel Manual for use in connection with its Panel 

proceedings. The Manual, which is available upon request, 

will make explicit and clear many of the informal guidelines 

and customs that have evolved in Panel proceedings. An 

article discussing the nature and use of the Panel Manual is 

attached at A. 2. 

c; 

. Cases. Prompt handling of almost all cases, and 

particularly of important cases continues to be a feature of 
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the Minnesota Professional Responsibility system. 

Particularly noteworthy is the increased speed with which 

the most important cases have been handled through 

conclusion with the Minnesota Supreme Court. See Table IV, 

among the tables detailing case statistics in Section III 

below. 

. District Ethics Committees. These committees, composed of 

volunteer lawyers and non-lawyers around the state, continue 

to investigate most complaints against lawyers, and to do so 

with independence, ability and promptness. The average age 

of district ethics committee files was 1.4 months as of 

April 30. While some states, particularly California, have 

moved away using volunteers in the discipline system, 

Minnesota has continued to benefit from energetic, 

experienced and well organized district ethics committee 

volunteer systems. Many district ethics committee members 

also participated in the fall professional responsibility 

seminar. 

. Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board. The Board's 

membership changed markedly in February 1989. John Levine 

of Minneapolis resigned as chair, after three years in that 

role, five additional years on the Board and several years 

of prior service on the Hennepin County District Ethics 

Committee. His successor is Charles Kennedy of Wadena, who 

brings comparable experience to the post. The Board 

welcomed nine new members, the largest single change in 

membership in the Board's history. 
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II. NEW RULE PROPOSALS. 

There were a number of changes in the Minnesota professional 

responsibility system during 1988 and 1989. In addition, further 

changes for the system are on the horizon. 

A. Minnesota Rules of Professional Conduct. 

The Lawyers Board has approved the following amendments to 

the Minnesota Rules of Professional Conduct. The amendments will 

be included in a future rules changes petition to the Minnesota 

Supreme Court. At present, the following only represent 

amendments proposed by the Lawyers Board and will not become 

effective until adopted by the Court. 

1. Rule 7.2(d). The Lawyers Board has proposed that 

this rule be amended to require that the name of a "licensed 

Minnesota" lawyer be included in all advertising communications 

disseminated in Minnesota. The rule currently requires only that 

the name of "a lawyer" responsible for the advertising's content 

be included in the ad and does not require that the lawyer be 

licensed in Minnesota. 

2. Tax Rule. The Board has also proposed an 

amendment to Rule 8.4 stating that it is professional misconduct 

for a lawyer to fail to file income tax returns. The proposed 

amendment would represent a codification of the Court's decisions 

in Bunker and related cases disciplining lawyers for failure to 

file income tax returns. The purpose of the amendment is to 

provide notice that timely filing of income tax returns is a 

minimum standard of professional conduct for Minnesota lawyers. 

3. Rule 1.6(b). This proposed amendment would permit 

Lb 

a lawyer to disclose confidential information "necessary to 

rectify the consequences of client's criminal or fraudulent act 

in the furtherance of which the lawyer's services were used." 
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The Minnesota State Bar Association approved a similar rule 

proposal in 1984, but it was not adopted by the Court. A similar 

amendment was adopted by the Wisconsin Supreme Court and made 

effective January 1, 1988. 

B. Sexual Harassment Rule. 

A Minnesota State Bar Association committee has recommended 

the adoption of a rule which would provide that it is 

professional misconduct for a lawyer to "harass a person on the 

basis of sex, race, age, creed, color, national origin, 

disability, or marital status, while the lawyer is acting in a 

professional capacity." The Bar's Board of Governor's added the 

category "sexual preference" to the proposal. The proposed 

amendment follows the Court's recent discipline decisions in the 

Miera and Geoffrey Peters cases. Both Miera and Peters were 

disciplined for conduct involving sexual harassment on the basis 

that it violated former code provision DR 1-102(A)(6), which 

forbade a lawyer to "engage in any other conduct that adversely 

reflects on his fitness to practice law." The Rules of 

Professional Conduct, however, did not carry forward this 

provision thus necessitating the rule proposed by the MSBA 

committee. 

C. Trust Account Overdraft Notification Rule. 

A Minnesota State Bar Association committee has been 

studying, and will recommend adopting, the Model Rule for trust 

account overdraft notification which was adopted by the American 

Bar Association in February 1988. Under the ABA Model Trust 

Account Overdraft Notification Rule, banks which agree to 

participate in the progam, would notify the Lawyer's Board 

whenever.an instrument drawn on a lawyer's trust account was 

presented against insufficient funds. The rationale for the rule 
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is that trust account shortages can be detected and reported at 

an early stage when even the victims/clients are yet unaware of 

the problem. 

III. CASES. 

A. Minnesota Supreme Court Decisions. 

The subjects of many of the Supreme Court orders for 

discipline in the last year were familiar: abandonment of 

clients, misappropriation of funds, criminal convictions, failure 

to file tax returns and the like. Among these, the cases that 

stand out as a largely new subject of discipline are three cases 

involving public reprimand for what could best be called 

harassment. The cases are In re Peters, 428 N.W.2d 375 (Minn. 

19881, In re Miera, 426 N.W.2d 850 (Minn. 1988), and In re 

Plunkett, 432 N.W.2d 454 (Minn. 1989). Peters and Miera were 

disciplined for sexual harassment, Plunkett for racial 

harassment. 

Peters was a law school dean who was found to have 

repeatedly touched female students and employees in an unwelcome 

way. The Court reprimanded him "to assure the public and warn 

the practicing lawyer that it cannot condone such [sexually 

harassing] conduct by an attorney . . . .'I Miera was suspended 

as a judge, and disciplined as a lawyer, for unwelcome sexual 

advances toward his male court reporter. A number of previous 

Minnesota and other discipline cases dealt with criminal sexual 

misconduct or sexual misconduct by a lawyer toward a client. 

Peters and Miera were exceptionally significant cases both 

because of public attention for these matters locally and because 

the cases stake out new ground in professional responsibility 

law. 
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Plunkett, the other harassment case, is more like such 

predecessors as In re Williams, 414 N.W.2d 394 (Minn. 1987). 

Williams was suspended for extreme courtroom misconduct. His use 

of ethnic slurs at a deposition by itself warranted public 

reprimand. Similarly, Plunkett gratuitously posed racist 

questions to a black deponent, and also brought a frivolous suit 

against her. Plunkett and Williams are reminders that even in an 

adversary system, zeal for clients does not justify abusing 

adversaries in racist, ethnic or other ways. 

In recent months, misappropriation of funds has led to the 

suspension of several attorneys and the disbarment of four: In 

re Danna, 403 N.W.2d 239 (Minn. 1988), In re Simonson, 420 N.W.2d 

903 (Minn. 19881, In re Bradbury, 430 N.W.2d 833 (Minn. 19881, 

and In re Benson, 431 N.W.2d 120 (Minn. 1988). Benson is the 

most important of these, not only because he misappropriated 

about $200,000 from an elderly family friend, To cover up his 

misconduct, he hired another attorney to falsify a trust and 

other documents. The other attorney then conspired with Benson, 

through coordinated perjuries, to frustrate investigation into 

their activities. Benson's confederate was suspended for a 

minimum of five years. In re Kaine, 424 N.W.2d 64 (Minn. 1988). 

Another case of particular significance involved the 

indefinite suspension of former Minneapolis City Attorney Emanuel 

Serstock. Serstock received favors, including money, for people 

whose parking tickets he handled. In re Serstock, 432 N.W.2d 179 

(Minn. 1988). c 

In about one out of five of recent cases, the main subject 

of discipline is failure to file tax returns. The number of such 

cases has increased in the last few years, as the Minnesota 

Department of Revenue has taken a more aggressively prosecution G 
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and reporting posture. All but one of these cases now has been 

completed. 

Table I 
Supreme Court Dispositions 1976-1987 

Number of Lawyers 

Censure 
Disbar. Susp. Prob. 6 Rep. Dismis. Other Total 

0 1 10 

0 0 4 

0 0 23 

0 0 15 

0 0 6 

1 0 10 

2 2 23 

2 1 14 

0 1 23 

3 1 46 

0 0 31 

0 0 34 

1 0 39 

B. U.S. Supreme Court Cases. 

In the last dozen years, U.S. Supreme Court cases dealing 

with lawyer ethics have almost all dealt with questions of 

whether certain advertisements and solicitations may be sub jects 

of discipline, or are instead subject to first amendment 

protections. In 1988, Shaper0 v. Kentucky Bar Association, 108 

S.Ct. 1916 (1988) addressed the constitutionality of professional 

prohibition of "targeted mail” advertisements or solicitations. 
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The court held that an attorney may not be disciplined for 

mailing a truthful solicitation or advertisement to a group of 

people with an actual or potential legal problem. Shaper0 is not 

particularly important in Minnesota, because Minnesota Rules 

(unlike the Kentucky Rule and the ABA Model Rule) have for 

several years permitted such mailings. 

C. Statistics. 

Statistics regarding complaints against lawyers and the 

dispositions of complaints are probably best summarized 

graphically. Below are tables showing statistical information 

about complaints against Minnesota lawyers over the last several 

years. 

Total 
Open Files 

Cases at 
Least One 
Year Old 

Complaints 
Received 
Y.T.D. 

Files Closed 

Table II 

12185' 12186 

417 406 

66 52 

1,244 1,233 

1,513 1,244 

-12- 
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389 358 441 

54 39 40 

1,091 1,149 553 
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1. Total Dismissals 
a. Summary Dismissals 
6. DNW/DEC 
C. DNW/DIR 

2. Admonitions 

3. Private Probation 

4. Supreme Court Dispositions 
a. S. Court Dismissal 
b. S. Court Reprimand 
C. S. Court Probation 
d. S. Court Suspension 
e. S. Court Disbarment 

- 

I_ 

Perce t 

1985 1986 1987 1988 

82% 82% 79% 81% 
30% 34% 36% 41% 
36% 39% 34% 32% 
17% 9% 9% 8% 

7% 8% 

4% 1% 

6% 
-- 

1% 
1% 
3% 
1% 

8% 
-- 
-- 
-- 

3% 
5% 

9% 

2% 

9% 
-- 

1% 
1% 
3% 
4% 

9% 

2% 

7% 
1% 

-- 
1% 
4*% 
1% 

:age 04 F-- Files Closel 

Number of Months File Was Open at Disposition 

Discipline Not 
Warranted/District 
Ethics Committee 

Discipline Not 
Warranted/Director 

Admonition 

Private Probation 

sup. ct. Reprimand 

sup. ct. Probation 

sup. ct. Suspension 

sup . c t . Disbarment -- 

1985 

6 

13 

12 

19 

30 

13 

30 

11 -- 

1986 1987 

4 4 

6 6 

8 

13 

24 

42 

27 

13 

8 

8 

25 

22 

25 

12 -- 

I= 1988 

L 
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A few statistics stand out. The percentages of complaints 

resulting in dismissals and in the several types of discipline 

are strikingly constant. The raw numbers of complaints and 

disciplines increased for a number of years, but in the last 

several years have remained fairly constant--even though the 

number of lawyers continues to increase. The promptness of 

resolving complaints has increased in the last few years. The 

"honest procrastinator" produces the most constant statistic of 

all. Year in and year out, at every level of complaint and 

discipline, lawyers who neglect files and do not communicate 

adequately with their clients are the most frequent subjects of 

complaint and discipline. 

The 5/31/89 case statistics also stand out, because they may 

indicate a new upsurge in complaints. The first five months of 

this year are too short a period for drawing conclusions, but 

close monitoring will be necessary to determine whether the long 

term history of complaints rising with increasing numbers of 

lawyers will again apply. In this connection, it should be noted 

that the ratio of complaints to the overall number of lawyers in 

Minnesota has been much lower than the national average. The 
most recent ABA survey, using 1987 data shows that Minnesota 

attorneys are complained of only a little more than half as often 

as lawyers in other states. 

IV. DIRECTOR'S OFFICE. 

A. Budget. 

An article summarizing budgeting procedures and dynamics, 

titled "Million Dollar Budget," is appended at A. 3. Several 

budget items are noteworthy. 

In 1985, the Supreme Court Advisory Committee reported that 

the Minnesota discipline budget was about one-third higher than 

the average in five comparable states, using 1984 ABA survey data. 
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The most recent ABA survey, using 1987 data, shows Minnesota's 

budget to be equal to the average in the comparable states. 

Budgets are reviewed annually by the Executive Committee, 

the Lawyers Board and the Court. Annual budget increases have 

averaged about 6% recently. The Minnesota discipline assessment 

per lawyer is about $6 less than the national average. No 

dramatic changes are expected. 

1. Income. 

$10.00 Fee Increase. On 7/l/88 each Minnesota attorney 

paying the full fee began paying an additional $10, increasing 

the amount allocated for the Lawyers Board to $80 per attorney. 

This was the first increase in the fee since 10/l/84. Unless 

there are large increases in numbers of complaints or 

unanticipated expenses, another three to four year interval can 

be expected without an additional increase. 

2. FY'89. 

Budget Savings. About $57,000 of the FY'89 available 

budget will not be spent during FY'89. About $25,000 of this 

savings is in lower personnel costs. Again this year we were 

able to put off hiring an additional half-time word processing 

operator. 

Budget Variations. The only other major variation in 

budget implementation this year is in computer programming. Only 

$6,000 of the $15,000 budgeted, because Supreme Court programmers 

have not been available. 

3. FY'90. 

Balance Forward. The balance forward expected on 

6/30/90 is $392,533. This is slightly more than the 

recommendation of Supreme Court administration that there be a 

balance carried forward equal to approximately 25% of annual 

” 

,-. 
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budget. The excess is due to the July 1, 1988, fee increase and 

to lower-than-expected expenses. Low inflation, lack of increase 

in complaints and more efficient office equipment and procedures 

are the main cost-saving factors. Income should exceed 

expenditures by about $74,000. 

Personnel Projections. There are no personnel 

additions projected for FY'90. It should also be noted that 

FYI90 salary increases are increasingly limited by employees 

having reached the top of their salary ranges (Wernz, Slator, 

Anderson, Bigelow, Peerman, and Capecchi). 

Projection Methods. Because some line items have been 

highly variable (professional services and in-state.travel, for 

example), the method used for FYI90 for such items has been to 

take the three year average of actual expenditures and multiply 

that amount by 105%. Because personnel merit increases are now 

done (at Supreme Court direction) on an employment anniversary 

basis, the calculation of annual personnel costs is complicated. 

Use of a computer has facilitated these calculations. 

B. Administration. 

The Office has continued to benefit from up-to-date 

equipment purchased over the past several years. 

1. Automation. 

a. Computerization. 

(i) TCIS - We continue to experience 

significant delays in our computer programming. 

After four years on the system, there are some 

very basic functions which we are unable to 

perform. In 1988, we were provided with only 13 

hours of service. We have recently given some 
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consideration to abandoning TCIS and purchasing 

an independent computer system. 

b. FAX Machine. 

In April 1989, we joined the world of high 

tech and purchased a FAX machine. It has been 

most useful in many ways. 

2. Judicial Center. 

The move to the Judicial Center has been delayed to 

fall of 1993 at the earliest. Some of the excess balance 

forward funds are targeted for moving costs, especially 

furniture and equipment purchases. 

3. Office Manual. 

Revising and improving office policy and procedure 

manual and various standard forms is an ongoing project. 

C. Personnel. 

Attached at A. 5 is the current Office organizational chart. 

There are twenty full-time employees and a part-time word 

processor. There have been no new positions added since 1985. 

In FY'89 we have had several personnel changes: (1) In 

August 1988, Assistant Director Mary Moriarty resigned and the 

position was filled in October 1988 by Patrick Burns; (2) In 

February 1989, legal assistant Tracy Hoppe resigned and the 

position was filled in March by Valerie Jones. 

The stability of the staff remains remarkable. During FYI89 

three employees celebrated their seven year anniversary with the 

Office,' having started in 1981. One employee started in 1982, 

five employees began employment in 1984 and five employees 

started in 1985. The seven remaining employees were hired 

between 1986 and 1989. 
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Under Rule 27, R. -Law. Prof. Resp., the Supreme Court may 

appoint the Director, or any lawyer as trustee when an attorney 

abandons practice or otherwise becomes unable to carry on 

practice, and no other arrangements are made. In the last 

several years, the Director has served as trustee in several 

cases each year. While substantial amounts of time and money are 

usually involved in trusteeships, with experience more efficient 

procedures are also reducing the burden. The full integration of 

personal computers into the client identification - file return 

process has been especially helpful. Renting additional storage 

space has made the administration of trusteeships less 

disruptive. In August Assistant Director Kenneth Jorgensen will 

make a presentation to the NOBC on the practical aspects of 

administering a trusteeship. 

During fiscal year 1989 the Director served as trustee for 

client files of Mark A. Sampson, Wayne Wentworth and Diana Smith 

Logan as ordered by the Supreme Court. The Director was also 

appointed to serve as temporary interim trustee concerning the 

law firm trust account of Bruce C. Douglas. The Court discharged 

the Director as trustee in the Sampson matter. The Director 

continues to serve as trustee in Wentworth and Logan. The 

Director is also in possession of client files which remain from 

the John J. Flanagan, Robert T. Stratton, and Joel R. Thompson 

trusteeships. 

1. Mark A. Sampson. 

In October 1986, the Court appointed Virgil C. 
Herrick and David P. Newman co-trustees. The 
co-trustees returned 390 "open" and 167 "closed" files 
to clients, and destroyed 13 files at clients' request. 
The co-trustees expended $209.69 for postage and 
envelopes, and a law clerk hired at the Director's 
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expense worked 256.5 hours at a cost of $2,052.00. The 
co-trustees did not attempt to contact clients of 
approximately 1,300 "closed" files. The Court 
discharged Herrick and Newman on November 13, 1987, and 
ordered the remaining files transferred to the 
Director's Office. On May 4, 1988, the Court ordered 
the Director to attempt to notify the 1,300 clients 
with "closed" files. The Director's Office began 
contactinq clients in May 1988. The Director returned 
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526 files-to clients or their designated agents, 
destroyed 103 files at the client's request, and 
retains 819 unclaimed files for future delivery or 
destruction. The Director expended $657.00 for 
postage, $924.00 in office supply expenses, 11.5 legal 
assistant hours, 128 clerical hours and 35 attorney 
hours. 

The Director was discharged as trustee on March 7, 
1989. 

2. Wayne Wentworth. 

On August ,31, 1988, the Court appointed the 
Director's Office as interim temporary trustee with the 
following duties: 

fk 
To begin to inventory client files; 
To return client files to clients who request 
them: 

2 
To open Wentworth's mail; 
To notify the clients of the need to obtain 
substitute counsel if necessary: and 

e. To take other appropriate action pursuant to 
Rule 27, RLPR. 

The Director's Office has collected 180 client 
files and has sent notices to the involved clients. As 
of April 24, 1989, 62 client files have been returned 
and 9 files have been destroyed at the client's request. 
No response has been received from 44 clients, 46 
notices were returned as undeliverable, and 19 files 
contained no client address. The Director's Office is 
continuing its attempts to contact clients. 

3. Diana Smith Logan. 

On April 25, 1989, the Director's Office was 
appointed trustee for the client files of Diana Smith 
Logan. Files were collected from two locations on 
May 2, 1989. Due to the disarray of the files, it has 
not yet been determined exactly how many clients may be 
involved. Approximately 180 to 200 files were 
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collected. The Director's Office is currently in the 
process of organizing the files collected so that the 
client notification process may begin. 

4. Bruce C. Douqlas. 

On May 5, 1989, the Director was appointed 
temporary interim trustee concerning the law firm trust 
account of Bruce C. Douglas. The Director was given 
the authority to take whatever action is deemed 
appropriate and necessary to protect the interests of 
clients in the trust account. The Director was 
specifically given the authority to seek an order 
freezing the account and such an order was obtained on 
May 8, 1989. The Director is currently in the process 
of ascertaining the identity of clients with claims 
against the trust account and the amount of those 
claims. 

E. Probation. 

The probation department monitors respondents' compliance 

with probation terms including: responding to inquiries from 

supervisors, auditing books and records, reviewing reports from 

supervisors and counselors, and performing a final review prior 

to closing the file to determine respondents' compliance. 

Occasionally, it becomes necessary to assist respondents in 

locating potential supervisors. The probation department is 

staffed by an Assistant Director and a legal assistant. 

In 1988, the probation legal assistant devoted an average of 

5.75 hours per week to probation matters: the Assistant Director 

devoted an average of 2.50 hours per week. (This figure does not 

include time devoted by the Assistant Director to familiarize 

herself with probation files and procedures when she took over 

the department in mid-1988.) 

This year the probation department sponsored a meeting for 

supervisors in connection with the DEC seminar. The meeting 
allowed supervisors to share common experiences and concerns and 

cd 
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to make recommendations for improvements. The meeting was well 

received and may become a regular part of the fall seminar. 

1. File Totals. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Total probation files as of l/1/88 60 
Probation files opened in 1988 31 
Probations files closed in 19'88 24 
Total probation files as of l/1/89 67 

91 attorneys were on probation during some portion 
of 1988. 

a. 48 Court-ordered probations 
27 supervised 
21 unsupervised 

b. 43 stipulated private probations 
23 supervised 
20 unsupervised 

Files Involvinq: 
Client-Related Violations 
Non-Client-Related Violations 

Areas of Misconduct* 

68 
23 

Neglect/Non-comm. 46 Conflict of Interest 2 
Taxes 18 Illegal fees 2 
Criminal Conduct 4 Books and Records 16 
Failure to Return Client Misrepresentation 14 

Property/File 4 Misappropriation 7 
Non-cooperation 6 Other 7 

13 files involved abuse of alcohol/drugs; 12 involved 
psychological disorder. 

*A file may include more than one area of misconduct. 

5. 24 Closings in 1988 

Successfully completed probations 17 
Revoked probations 6 
Other 1* 

*Should never have been opened as probation; pre-probation 
requirements were not satisfied. 

F. Advisory Opinions. 

Telephone advisory opinions concerning questions of 

professional responsibility are available from the Director's 
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Office to all licensed Minnesota attorneys and judges. Under 

certain circumstances, written opinions are also available. The 

advisory opinions issued by the Director's Office are the 

personal opinion of the attorney issuing the opinion and are not 

binding upon the Lawyers Board or the Supreme Court. The 

Director's Office does not provide advisory opinions concerning: 

(1) advertising issues: (2) questions of law: (3) the conduct of 

another lawyer; and (4) past conduct. 

During 1988, 815 telephone opinions were issued. This is an 

increase from 1987, when 630 telephone opinions were issued. 

There were also 46 written opinions issued in 1988. The most 

frequent areas of inquiry in 1988 were: 

Conflict of Interest 20% 

Client Confidences 11% 

Advertising and Solicitation 8% 

Withdrawal from Representation 5% 

Return of Client Files 5% 

Communication with Represented Party 5% 

Four senior assistant directors devoted 251.40 hours to 

advisory opinion matters. This figure is a slight increase from 

1987, when 233.15 attorney hours were expended. The increase is 

attributable to the significant increase in total advisory 

opinions. Legal assistants contributed 304.65 hours. This 

figure is down significantly from 1987, when 550.90 hours 'were 

contributed. This decrease is primarily attributable to the 

computerization of statistical compilation. 

Rule 4(c), Rules on Lawyers Professional Responsibility, 

also authorizes the Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board to 

issue opinions on questions of professional conduct. There are 

currently eleven Lawyers Professional Board opinions in effect. 
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Although the Board has not issued an opinian since 1983, it 

recently appointed a sbecial committee to consider and recommend 

for adoption further Board opinions. 

G. Judgments and Collections. 

Although the judgments awarded in 1988 increased from 1987 

for approximately the same number of attorneys, collection of 

costs decreased. Less than half of the costs awarded in 1988 

have been collected to date. As of the date of the 1988 annual 

report, slightly over two-thirds of the 1987 costs awarded had 

been collected. There has been no change in collection methods 

which accounts for this decreased rate of collection. 

All but approximately $200 of costs awarded for 1987 have 

been collected. Costs collected in 1988 for 1987 judgments equal 

approximately one-third of the total judgments awarded for 1987. 

In addition, costs were collected for two jiudgments awarded in 

1986. The Court awarded the Director bad faith attorney's fees 

in two 1988 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

cases and, to date, in one 1989 case. 

Costs Awarded in 1988 
(36 attorneys) 

Costs Collected in 1988 
for 1988 Dispositions. 
(17 attorneys) 

Costs Collected in 1989 
for 1988 Dispositions. 
(3 attorneys) 

Total Costs Collected to 
Date for 1988 Dispositions. 

Costs Collected in 1988 
for 1986 Disposition. 
(2 attorneys) 

Costs Collected in 1988 
for 1987 Disposition. 
(12 attorneys) 
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$40,447.64 

$13,530.64 

1,050.00 

$14,580.64 

1,634.20 

10,536.69 
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'7. Unpaid Judgments as of 
January 1, 1989. 
(1980-1988) $65,123.60 

8. National Discipline Data 
Bank Reports 60 

H. Professional Corporations. 

Under Minn. Stat. S 319A.18, the Lawyers Professional 

Responsibility Board is granted the authority to make such rules 

as are necessary to carry out the provisions of the Professional 

Corporations Act. The Professional Corporations Act contains 

limitations on the structure and operation of professional 

corporations. The Act also requires that annual reports, 

accompanied by a filing fee, be filed with the Board. The Board 

has not formally adopted any rules in this area. The Director's 

Office has, since 1973, monitored the reporting requirements of 

the statute. Annual report forms with certain minimal 

documentation requirements and filing fees are sought from all 

known legal professional corporations. Although the statutory 

authority exists to revoke the corporate charter of professional 

corporations which fail to comply W ith the reporting 

requirements, the cost of this has proven to be prohibitive. 

The following are the statisti' cs for the professional 

corporation department as of May 4, 1989: 

690 @ $ 25.00 $17,250.00 

24 @ 100.00 2,400.OO 

19,650.OO 

4 for 475.00* 475.00 

2OJ25.00 - 

c 
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*Funds collected in 1988 for past unpaid fees. 

Total Attorney Hours: 8.5 

Total Non-attorney Hours: 185 

The professional corporation department is staffed by an 

Assistant Director, legal assistant, and file clerk. The 

professional corporation roster and statistical data have been 

transferred to computer. 

I. Complainant Appeals. 

During 1988, the Director's office received 218 complainant 

appeals, compared to 166 such appeals in 1987. This is 

approximately 19 percent of files closed, ug 4 percent from 1987. 

Board members made 232 determinations, five of which recommended 

further investigation and one of which was directed to be heard 

before a panel. The remainder affirmed the Director's 

disposition. A total of 308 clerical hours were spent in 1988 

processing the appeal files, as well as an unrecorded amount of 

attorney time. 

G 
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1. Source and Number of Requests for Disclosure. 
Calendar Year 1988. 

1. Nat'1 Conf. 
of Bar Exam. 

2. Individual 
Attorneys 

3. Local Referral 
Services 

4. Governor's 
Office 

5. Other State 
Disc. Counsels 
of Bar Offices 

6. F.B.I. 

7. Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 

# of 
Requests 

178 

29 29 0 

40 

5 

72 73 -1 1 

15 

21 

360 

# of Discipline Matters 
Attorneys Imposed Pending 

178 2 1 

222 1 

51 0 

15 

182 

750 

0 0 

6 - 

20 

2 - 

4 

2. Department Function and Proaedure. 

The disclosure department consists of one attorney, one 

legal assistant, and the disciplinary clerk. The department 

responds to requests from various sources for information about 

an attorney's disciplinary record. 

The department experienced a significant increase in the 

number of requests and in the number of attorneys who were the 

subject of those requests in calendar year 1988. The number of 

requests was 22 percent higher than 1987, and the number of 

attorneys was 47 percent higher. This caused a significant 

increase in the amount of tirrie the disciplinary clerk spent 

G 

c 

,_“, 
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processing the requests. The Senior Assistant Director and legal 

assistant assigned to the department did noit experience the same 

increase in time spent on disclosure matters. 

The reason for the increase is the addition of several new 

sources of disclosure requests. The Minnesota State Bar 

Association trial specialist certification program was the 

largest single new request for 1988, requesting disciplinary 

information for over one hundred attorneys. The Sherburne County 

Attorney's office and Judge Lindberg of Hennepin County District 

Court were also new sources of disclosure requests. The 

statistics for all of these new sources is found in the 

"miscellaneous" category. It is anticipated that the MSBA, 

Sherburne County, and Judge Lindberg will continue to make 

disclosure requests in the future. 

V. DISTRICT ETHICS COMMITTEES. 

The volunteer District Ethics Committees (DEC) in Minnesota 

have long played a special, irreplaceable role. Lawyer and 

public members bring the working standards of the bar and the 

wider standards of the community to professional responsibility 

questions. States, such as California, which do not have 

comparable volunteer organizations, have far more expensive 

systems. In recent years especially, the willingness of 

volunteer DEC members to put their other duties aside to do 

professional responsibility investigations promptly, has been 

truly exemplary. 

In 1988, the DECs continued to investigate complaints in a 

timely manner, despite an increase in the volume of complaints 

.sent out for investigation. The average age of a DEC file had 

decreased from 4.2 months in February 1983 to 1.3 months in April 

1988. Although the average age increased to 1.7 months at the 
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end of 1988, largely due to a lag during the summer months, in 

April 1989 the average-age was again below 1.4 months. These 

figures remain below the goal of two months set by the Board's 

Executive Committee in 1985. Attached at A. 6 is the computer- 

generated district committee aging analysis for April 1989, 

showing by district the number of months various files have been 

pending. 

The greater volume of files sent out for investigation has 

been efficiently handled by the DECs. The number of files in the 

DECs increased from an average of 120 (through October 1988) to 

over 140 in November and December 1988, and the first four months 

of 1989. This increase is the result of an increase in 

complaints received by the Director's Office and sent to the 

DECs, since November 1988. The files continue to be investigated 

and returned promptly by the DECs. 

The quality of the DEC investigative reports also has 

remained high. The Director's Office developed a format for 

the investigator to list, inter alia, the persons contacted 

during the investigation, the possible rule violations, the 

findings, and the recommendation. The DEC reports have used this 

format in recent years. Continued use of this format by the DECs 

allows the Director's Office to quickly determine whether 

additional investigation by the Director's Office is necessary or 

desirable. 

The majority of reports from the DEC investigators in 1988 

did not include draft memorandums. Rule 7(b), RLPR, (as amended 

July 1, 1986), provides for DEC investigators to include such 

draft memorandums when recommending discipline not warranted or 

an admonition. Drafting such memorandums increases the DEC role 

in shaping the complaint determination and decreases paid staff 
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time in the Director's Office. Although the DECs had 

consistently increased use of these memoranIdums in 1987, use of 

memorandums declined in 1988. The Director's Office will 

continue to request that DEC investigators provide draft 

memorandums with their reports. 

An assistant director is assigned to each DEC as liaison, 

and can be contacted by the investigator with questions on any 

particular investigation, request for extension, or other 

assistance. Comments from the DEC chairs indicate they have 

found it helpful to have someone at the Director's Office to call 

when required. 

The DECs are an invaluable part of the disciplinary process. 

The DECs volunteer many hours of quality investigative resources 

to the system, without which it could not operate. At the same 

time, the DECs provide direct peer evaluation of alleged attorney 

misconduct and in many cases contact with local complainants. 

The involvement of the DECs, as evidenced by investigations and 

reports, has been outstanding. 

VI. NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS. 

National developments have affected lawyers professional 

responsibility in Minnesota in many ways over the years. The 

efforts of the American Bar Association to develop model codes, 

rules and standards have been particularly influential. 

In 1989 the American Bar Association will begin a nationwide 

examination of the effectiveness of lawyer discipline systems. A 

prior evaluation, now 20 years old, was of enormous importance 

for the establishment of lawyer professional responsibility 

systems in almost every jurisdiction. The 1969 Clark Report 

(named after committee chair and U.S. Supreme Court Justice Tom 

Clark) began with a conclusion: 
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After three years of studying lawyer discipline 
throughout the country, t.his committee must report the 
existence 0f.a scandalous situation that requires the 
immediate attention of the profession. With few 
exceptions, the prevailing attitude of lawyers toward 
disciplinary enforcement ranges from apathy to outright 
hostility. Disciplinary action is practically 
nonexistent in many jurisdictions; practices and 
procedures are antiquated: many disciplinary agencies 
have little power to take effective steps against 
malefactors. 

Many of the Clark Report's recommendations were implemented, 

and there is little doubt that lawyer discipline systems have 

greatly improved in the last 20 years. Nonetheless, in many 

locales there continues to be press and public criticism. HALT, 

which bills itself as "An Organization of Americans for Legal 

Reform," recently publicized its opinion that most discipline 

systems were insufficiently tough, prompt and open. The new ABA 

committee will be conducting regional hearings, and its 

conclusions will no doubt be influential in shaping lawyer 

discipline systems into the next century. 

The ABA also maintains comparative data on professional 

responsibility systems in the various states. For example, the 

most recent budget data indicates that the allocations per 

licensed lawyer for the discipline function range from $298 

(Alaska) to $153 (California) to $58 (Minnesota) to $10 (South 

Carolina), with a national average of $64. The 1986 nationwide 

average number of lawyers per state (15,046) in total discipline 

budget ($1,038,577) are roughly comparable to Minnesota figures. 

As much as Minnesota has benefited from considering model 

standards developed by the ABA, Minnesota has also contributed to 

the fbrmulation of national standards and policies. Minnesota 
will continue to affect and be affected by national developments 
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in professional responsibility. The Clark II Report is the most 

significant of these developments now on the horizon. 

VII. FY'90 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES. 

A. Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board. 

The Board will devote considerable effort to integrating its 

nine new members into its committees, Panels, and general 

activities. A new Board will no doubt evolve in many ways in the 

coming year. 

The Opinion Committee of the Board expects to be active in 

the coming year. The uncertain status of the Comments to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct has previously been noted, and the 

Board's opinion-issuing function may become especially important. 

The Minnesota Supreme Court will soon be considering several 

proposed amendments to the Rules of Professjonal Conduct. The 

Minnesota State Bar Association has also appointed a new, 

standing committee to consider further proposals for change in 

the Rules. The Board will endeavor to work with this new 

committee, as well as to assert its own views when appropriate, 

regarding the Rules. 

The Board will begin considering how best to respond to a 

recommendation of the Supreme Court Advisory Committee, in 1985, 

that, 

The Court should consider creating, after a three to 
five year period, a similar oversight committee to 
review the discipline system and make recommendations 
for improvement. 

In considering this recommendation, the Board is also mindful 

that in 1981 the American Bar Association conducted an evaluation 

of the Minnesota professional responsibility system. The Board 

will consider whether a regular, periodic system of review is 

desirable. 

i 
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B. Office of Lawyers Professional Responsibility. 

In the last several years considerable effort has been 

devoted to managing the Office's case load and monitoring various 

aspects of it closely. Great progress has been made in reducing 

the size of the case inventory and in increasing the speed with 

which complaints and cases are handled. The district ethics 

committees have joined in this effort and greatly reduced the 

average time for their investigations. There is little room left 

for continued numerical or statistical improvement. If the 

exceptionally large number of complaints received in the first 

five months of 1989 persists, great effort will be needed to 

maintain current statistical levels of cases on hand and speed of 

handling cases. 

The Office's educational efforts will continue. Again, 

there is very little room for additional quantitative effort, 

with the staff on hand. In staffing the Board Opinion Committee, 

it will be necessary to hire a part time law clerk or lawyer, to 

assist in legal research. Two attorneys from the Office are 

scheduled to make presentations to the National Organization of 

Bar Counsel at its August meeting. 

In administrative matters, the most pressing need is for 

further programming help with the TCIS computer system. This can 

be accomplished only if programming help is available through 

Supreme Court Administration. A continuing challenge for .the 

Office administration is the trusteeship duties that increase 

each year. The physical management of hundreds of files to be 

collected and returned to clients, with appropriate receipts and 

records and storage, is no small matter. The general policy of 

the Office has been not to request appointment of the Director as 

trustee unless there is a critical situation, due to the death or 
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abandonment of practice by a lawyer, and the absence of any other 

satisfactory option for dealing with a lawyer's files. 

The experience of the personnel in the Office is an 

exceptional asset for the professional responsibility system. 

Creating opportunities for growth is a challenge for long-term 

;c 
employees. 

In conclusion, the Board, and the Director's Office report 

to the Court that the professional responsibility system in 

Minnesota is functioning well. Controversy has often been 
I 
; c associated with professional responsibility systems, and often 

for good reason: however, there appears to be no subject of great 

c 

c 

controversy at this time. On the other hand, by statistical and 

other measures, it appears that complaints are being handled 

promptly and fairly. Perhaps the most publicized subject of 

professional responsibility in the last year has been that of 

harassment, and the several organizations interested in 

professional responsibility have acted promptly and publicly to 

bring the issue to the Court's attention. It is particularly 

gratifying to report that the volunteer dimension of the 

professional responsibility system in Minnesota remains alive and 

G 

G 

in exceptionally good health. 

Dated: June /L' , 1989. 

and \ 

DIRECTOR OF THE OFF&&F LAWYERS 
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

G 
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DATE 

6/6/88 
6/7/88 
6/14/88 
7/l/88 

7/20/88 

7/22/88 

7/27/88 
a/24/88 
g/9/88 
g/16/88 

10/19/88 
11/4/88 
11/g/88 
11/15/88 

11/17/88 

11/30/88 

12/6/88 

l/12/89 

l/24/89 

l/26/89 
2/l/89 - 

2/16/89 
2/16/89 
3/3/89 

3/a/89 
3/31/89 

4/12/89 
4/13/89 
4/14/89 

4/19/89 

4/19/89 
4/20/89 

5/13/89 
5/18/89 
5/18/89 - 

2/4/89 

5/19/89 

FY'89 SPEAKING ENGAGEMEWTS 

COURSE TITLE 

Legal Assistant Orientation Program 
Exchange Club luncheon 
Hennepin County Attorneys Seminar 
Continuing Legal Education - "Rules of 

Civil Procedure" Seminar 
"Practical Ethics and the Procedures 

Conducted by the State Board of Professional 
Responsibility"' 

Continuing Legal Education - "Trial Practice" 
Seminar 

Hennepin County Attorneys Office 
Speak at Gordon Miller Law Firm 
Speak at O'Connor & Hannan law firm 
Continuing Legal Education - "Residential 

Real Estate Practice" Seminar 
South St. Paul Rotary Club 
District Ethics Committee Seminar 
Olmsted County Bar Association 
Lecture on Professional Responsibility 

to Legal Services 
"Mitigating Circumstances in Disciplinary 

Proceedings" - LPRB Referees Seminar 
Continuing Legal,Education - Ramsey County 

Young Lawyers Section 
Continuing Legal Education - "Bridge-the-Gap" 

Seminar 
Continuing Legal Education - "Trial Specialist 

Certification" Seminar 
Orientation class at the Minnesota Legal 

Assistant Institute 
Anoka County Family Law Committee 
National Organization of Bar Counsel 

Conference 
Ramsey County Family Law Section 
Attorney General Legal Assistants Seminar 
Minnesota County Attorneys Association 

Seminar on Criminal Evidence 
Olmsted County Bar Association 
Minnesota Institute of Legal Education- 

"Crime 1989" Seminar 
Midway Civic and Commerce Club 
"Basic Criminal" Seminar 
Minnesota Institute of Legal Education- 

"Civil Fraud & White Collar Crime" 
Seminar 

Hennepin County Bar Association Young 
Lawyers 

Attorney General Ethics Seminar 
Minnesota Legal Assistant Section on 

Environment 
Hennepin County Family Law Section meeting 
"Client v. Lawyer" Seminar 
ABA National Conference on Lawyers Professional 

Responsibility and National Clients' 
Security Forum 
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PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY BOARD/WifZiam 1. Wemr 

Lawyers Board Panel Manugl . . . 
The Lawyers Board has approved for 

use in connection with its panel hearing 
procedures a “Panel Manual.” The 
manual will be a helpful working set of 
guidelines for all involved in the panel 
attorney discipline hearing process. 

The Lawyers Board has six three- 
member panels that conduct hearings 
on several sorts of discipline matters. 
Charges of unprofessional conduct are 
screened by panels, in something like 
grand jury fashion, to determine 
whether there is “probable cause” to 
believe public discipline is warranted. 
Panels also conduct public evidentiary 
hearings on reinstatement petitions by 
suspended or,disbarred attorneys. 
Panels also consider appeals by lawyers 
from admonitions issued by the director 
for “isolated and nonserious misconduct.” 

The procedures followed by the 
panels are set out in the Rules on 
Lawyers Professional Responsibility, 
adopted by the Minnesota Supreme 
<OWL The new manual states how the 
rules have been applied by panels over 
the years, and how the rules generally 
are expected to be applied in the future. 

The manual is one of the board’s 
ways of implementing the recommen- 
dation of the Supreme Court Advisory 
Committee in 1985 for adoption of 
“procedures that will promote greater 
uniformity and consistency in the 
disposition of cases by the district 
committees and board panels.” 

The Panel Manual is one of several 
important steps the board has taken to 
promote consistency in professional 
responsibility matters. In 1986, the 
board adopted “summary dismissal 
guidelines,” for use by the Director’s 
Office. These guidelines have been 
applied by the Director’s Office so that 
several regular hinds of complaints are 
generally not investigated by the 
Director’s Office. The board has sought 
to increase consistency in disciplinary 
sanctions and reasoning by referring to 
the ABA Standards for Imposing 
Lawyer Sanctions. The board also 
sought to improve consistency, and 
efficiency, by proposing for the Court’s 
adoption, Rule 10(d), Rules on Lawyers 
Professional Responsibility. This rule 
was adopted, and identifies certain 
classes of serious cases which may, upon 

motion, be referred to the Court by a 
panel chair without a full panel hearing. 

The Panel Manual is meant to pro- 
mote consistency among the hearing 
panels, and to promote other important 
goals as well. The manual should make 
the procedures of board panels more 
open to the bar and the public The 
manual will also enable pro se respon- 
dent lawyers, and lawyers who represent 
respondents only infrequently, to 
achieve more effective representation 
before a panel. Notice of the existence 

“The contents of the Panel 
Manual are meant to be 

summaries and guidelines, 
not hard and fast rules.” 

and availability of the Panel Manual 
will be incorporated into the form 
Notice of Panel Hearing sent by the 
Director’s Office. 

The approval of the Panel Manual by 
the board comes at a particularly 
suitable time in the board’s history. At 
the time of the manual’s adoption, in 
January 1989, the board was a veteran 
group with all members having at least 
one year’s experience. Three board 
members were first appointed in 1982, 
and six others were first appointed in 
1983. Because of the boards great 
experience in panel matters, and because 
several board members were about to 
complete their service, it was fitting that 
the board summarize the way certain 
panel matters have been handled in 
recent years, and state the guidelines for 
how certain matters should be handled, 

The contents of the Panel Manual are 
meant to be summaries and guidelines, 
not hard and fast rules. The board does 

have authority under Rule 23, R. Law. 
Prof. Resp., to “adopt rules and regula- 
tions, not inconsistent with these rules, 
governing the conduct of business and 
performance of. . . duties.” However, 
the Panel Manual is not meant to be a 
set of determinative rules. Statements in 
the Panel Manual are generally state- 
ments of how things have been done 
and how things ought to be done, for 
the most part. 

The manual is divided into sections 
describing procedures before, during, 
and after panel hearings. Some of the 
topics are of substantive law, such as 
definitions of probable cause and 
application of the probable cause 
standard. Other topicsklude practical 
descriptions of unwritten practi-, such 
as that for motions to the pand chair, 
“it has been customary to conduct 
telephone conference hearings.” 
Supreme Court comment on pand . 
proce+gs is noted where appropriate, 

continuanas of panel hearings 
%‘&& given.” Matter of Peters, 322 
N.W.td 10, E-16 (Minn. 1983). 

Copies of the Pand Manual will be 
available to all interested attorneys and 
others. Copies will be distributed to law 
libraries, and a copy will be available in 
the Director’s Office. Individual copies 
may be purchased for 815 through the 
office administrator. Any applicant for 
reinstatement and any attorney charged 
with unprofessional conduct will be 
notified of the availability of the manual. 

The Panel Manual has been a major 
project of the Lawyers Board for over a 
year. It is part of an increased educa- 
tional effort by the boardand the 
Director’s Office. A brochure describing 
in plain language the operation of the 
professional responsibility system, has 
also been developed and distributed. 
Another brochure will soon be mailed 
to all attorneys, describing and illus- 
trating the proper operation of trust 
accounts. The board will also soon be 
issuing formal, written opinions on 
general questions of professional conduct. 

Professional responsibility matters 
are to be “disposed of with fairness and 
justice.” The Panel Manual, by pro- 
moting openness and consistency, 
should also promote and enhance 
fairness and justice in the professional 
responsibility hearing process. % 
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Million Dollar Budget. . : - 
Notlongagoanartbomytriedto 

distin@3hperjuryaonunittedina 
deposition room at the OffI- of 
Lawyers ProfessionaI Responsibility 
from perjury committed in a district 
court by obzmving that the offids 
surroundings were not “august:’ The 
observation was not contested. There is 
no picket fen=, baronial de& or 
kit+ntobefoundonLafayetteRoad 
east of downtown St. Paul, but in this 
era of public accountability, it Is best to 
explain how the office’s 1989 budget is 
about bl,OOO,OOO. 

In 1983 the Supreme Court Advisory 
Committee reported the concern of the 
bar with the cost of the professional 
responsibility system. In fiscaI 1985 the 
authorized budget was 3764,ooO and the 
attorney registmtion fee for Lawyers 
Professional Responsibiky activities 
was $70. In fisd 1989, the budget will 
be $1,013,613, and the @stratIon fee 
willincreaseto$80$80? 

This article addresses several 
questions about the Lawyers Board 
(LPRB) budget: 1) How is the budget set 
and who approves it? 2) How is the 
money spent? 3) How does the budget 
compare to other states’ budgets and 
budgets of prior pars? 

Budget-Setting and Review Process. 
In the last sevemI yeti, the budget- 
making process of the Supreme Court 
boards has come under closer scrutiny 
by the Minnesota Supreme Court and 
committees it has appointed. Each 
spring, the directors of the Supreme 
Court board+ submit to the boards 
proposed budgets for the next fiscal 
year. The boards approve budgets and 
submit them both to the state court 
administrator’s 9ffia for tech&al 
review and to the Court for considera- 
tion and approval. Any budget 
requiring an increase in the attorney 
registration fee requires a public 
hearing, upon notice and comment. 

The Lawyers Board budget, in 
addition to passing through the regular 
review process, has been subject to 
review by special committees. It was 
scrutinized in 1985 by the Supreme 
Court Advisory Committee. The 1987 
and 1988 budgets of all the Court 
boards were reviewed by the Court- 
appointed Attorney Registration Fee 

Committee. Thecommitleewas 
composed of lawyers and met rrigulvly 
foraperiodofayearandahalf,,to 
reviewbudgetsandfundingp&ures. 

On March 6,1987, the Attorney 
Registration Pee Committee f&d with 
the Minnesota Supreme Court alstat+ 
ment supporting a fee increase for the 
LawyersBoardfrom$7Oto$8O,idfcc- 
tive July 1,1987. Because of the $xcep 
tional burden on Minnesota amtncys 
for financiq tsle Client Security/Fund 
begin&g July 1,1987, the Co 
request of the Lawyem Board) d 

(upon 
7iartd 

increased funding for the Lawye+ 
Board until July 1,1988. The committee 
reported its conchasions regard@ the 
Lawyers Board budget as follow!+ 

The Committee cond 
pendent investigation by o 
and reviewing numerous 
reports, and other materMs am- 
ceming the activities, needs, a&d 
expenses of the LPRB. In add&on, 
members met with the Dhecto and 
his staff at the offices of the 

ti 
RB, 

and spoke with others invol inthe 
disciplinary system and its pi 
dures. Based on this review, the 
Committee makes the follow 
findings and recommendation+ 

Ret 1: That the LPRB oper+es 
efficiently and effectively and is 
entitled to its current level of 
funding plus its requested $10 
increase in the attorney license fee. 

What Causes Budget Increase4 
Inflation and increased services ark the 
main causes. In the last few years: 
inflation and the increase in complaints 
against lawyers have both slowed, New 
services and obligations are now 
major factor in current budgets: & ‘ent 
Security Board administrative costs am 
included in the budget, as are por@ons 
of Supreme Court personnel sala+s 
related to the attorney rq@ration!fee. 
Together, these total over SSWOO. 
Annual increases in overall budgets 
have been 5.8 percent (FY’87); 7.4 ’ 
percent (M’88): 6.4 percent (IT’89 

The services performed by the 
1 

. 
ffia 

of Lawyers Professional Respond 
have expanded over the years. The 

ility 

director each year has been trustee for 
the law practices of several attorneys 
each year who have abandoned their 

practi- For example, when Mark 
Sampson absconded with client funds, 
he left behind nearIy ~,CXXY cknt fk. 
The office expended over $2,000 in 
providing help to prkate trustees who 
Wurned some of the files. The office is 
intheprocessofattemptingtoretum 
Over 1,300 closed files. Each year attor- ’ 
neys in the office spend hundreds of 
hours giving telephone advisory 
opinions to practitioners. The office also 
a* the professional corpora- 
tions statute. At any time there a 
arw=htdy 70 Mhesota attorneys 
on probation& rruny of thc~n v 
supervision.Theofficefumish~ 
speakers for continuing legal education 
pmgmmsonamgularbasisandsponson 
itsownethicsseminarannuaUyAllof 
thesttasksareovtrandabavethework 
InvoIved In handhng appmximatdy 
1,200 professIonal responsibiity com- 
plaints each year. 

Compadson With Other States. The 
SupremeCourt Advisory Committee 
reported that until the 1984 fee increase, 
the cost of Minnesota’s professionaI 
responsibiity system was comparable to 
that of similar states, The 1987 ABA 
nationwide m (us@ 1986 data) 
indicates Mlnnaota% cost was $6 below 
the national average. The survey shows 
budget akations per liomsed lawyer 
ranging from $298 (Alaska) to $153 
(California) to $S8 Winnesota) to $10 
(South Carolina), with a national 
average of $64.’ The 1986 nationwide 
average number of lawyers per state 
(15,046) and total dkipline budget 
($1,038,577) ate roughly comparable to 
Minnesota figures. The Califimia 
Lawyer recently reported that the 
proposed 1988 California discipline 
budget is $27,000,000. There are just 
over 100,000 licensed attorneys in 
California, about six times as many as 
in Minnesota. 

How Is the Money Spent? About 80 
percent of the budget is spent on payroll 
and employee benefits, a total of about 
3800,000. There am 20 full-time em- 
ployees (and one half-time), as there 
have been since 1985. Salary ranges are 
set by the Supreme Court personnel 

plan. Salaries are adjusted annually for 
cost-of-living increases (3 percent this 
year) and merit increases (which must 
average no more than 4 percent thii 



c 

I 
. I 

c 

year). Cknefdly, salaries have not kept 
pace with inflation over the yeulr. For 
example, the director’s M’S8 salary 
($40,176) is about 75 perant of the 

c dimtor’s salary of ten years ago, 
adjusted for inflation. 

The offia has spent a considerable 
amount on modem quipment, parti- 
cularly word pmcessmg and computen, 
in an effort to avoid additional per- 
sonnel costs. Among the budget items 

c added in the last few yeu, is an amount 
for services of the Attorney Gsnentl 
when the office is sued in connection 
with disciplinary matttn. These servias 
wcm formerly provided without charge. 
Abudget- of approximately one- 
fourth of the annual budget is maintained 

c 
to provide for artain liabilities which 
are self-insured and for other unfore- 
seen contingencia. 

A detailed budget is filed with the 
Court each par, and is available for 
inspection. Every ke yem, lrwycrr 

Board expenditures are audited by the 
Legislative Advisory Committee. That 
committee’s only substantive criticism 
at last report was that the effort to 
collect costs and disbursements could 
have been more vigorous.4 

Lawylcn board expenditures would 
be far higher without the generous 
dedication of the volunteer members of 
the professional responsibility system. 
The district ethics committee members 
and members of the Lawyers Board 
serve without compensation. The only 
substantial public financial contribution 
to the system is the payment of 4ties 
for judges involved in the decisions. The 
several budget and expenditure review 
processes, the public availability of all 
pertinent financial information, and the 
higher avenge costs in other states 
should assun’Minnesota attorneys and 
citizens that - even at a million dollars 
- the budget is in order. % 

c 

c 

c 
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NOES 
I Supmnr Court boar& urn on a fiscal yaw 
mdinp funr 30. The attomry wgistmtion t 
supports thr activittka of uwml Supwww Cow 
lawyer-nbted bow&. laud @ an chaqrd br 
attomryr nriding outside the rta& ud not 
pmcticing in the slob, for mttomv &nit&/~ 
than thm yarn, and ottonvyr in tkr amud 
km-m. RI& 2, Rub for kgimhon of Atto~. 

2 Sup Cow bwyw-wbtd bomlr mm: St,ng 
Bond of law kmhm. Stata Bond of Con- 
tinuing lap1 l3uation. hWyen Pwfarional 
Ruponnibili& Board, Clint Srcutity Board, and 
Bud of Attomq Spedization. Thr bst b 
fundd by usrr fcr. The Cliatt Security Board ir 
mwntly M by a onetime muwwnt. In 
addition the ir th8 Lawy8~ Tcrt Account &atd, 
which ir funded from inbnat collrccrd on mu, 
acmbnb. T)u Boad on fudicbl standat& in 
fundd by th &gi&btuw. 

J The method wrd by the survey involve 
dividing total fm waipb by total licked 
bwyew. 7’hin yirl& a dolbr figun lower tk th 
fnpJdbynuwtindividd~. 

4 This yum about SZ.S.#x) will be Au&d /km 
publicly diwiptbud nttornryr br cos4 ad 
dlbummmb. fhb offia’r uimo b th8tfuUh 
collrcHondf-4 -Yap 
mddWmdhwym,anotawt&rm. 

,-,. 
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the Director of Lawyers Professional Responsibility 

Thomas C. Vasaly 

Senior Asst. Dir. Senior Asst. Dir. Senior Asst. Dir. Senior Asst. Dir. Assistant Director Assistant Director 

Candice M. Hojan Martin A. Cole 1 Betty M. Shaw Ken L. Jorgensen Wendy W. Legge Patrick R. Burns 

I + I- 

Office Administrator 

Joanne Daubenspeck 

Research Assistant3 

Computer Clerk 

Cindy Peerman 

Receptionist ’ File Clerk 

Jean Capecchi Anne Hennen 

Word Proc. Sup. 

Tina Trejo 

1Also Client Security Board Staff 

2 Sup. Ct. employees not administratively 

subject to Director’s office. Office pays part 

of their salaries. 

3 Part-time positions 
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